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Company Summary

We are one-stop solution for web development , design and IT related
services.
At United Solutions, we have handled complexities, demands, speciﬁcations and challenges with great care, passion and conﬁdence.

What We Do!

Designing, Installation, Implementation, Running, Maintenance, Supplying many Softwares & Equipment
1. ERP (Enterprise Resources Planing)
2. IT Infrastructure (CCTV, Access Point, Networking)
3. Websites Designing
4. SMM (Social Media Management)
5. Mobile Apps
6. Validation and Veriﬁcation and Testing Systems
7. E-education
8. Queuing Systems
9. Intruder Alarm System
10.TV Systems
11. Time Attendance & Bio Metric System
12. Fire Alarm Systems
13. GATE / ROAD BARRIERS
14.Access Control System
15.Metal Detectors
16.Turnstile system

Our Strength

A strong Infrastructure with competent Developers, Programmers, staff
and Management professionals.
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Organization Chart

A strong Infrastructure with competent Developers, Programmers, staff
and Management professionals
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Our Services

A strong Infrastructure with competent Developers, Programmers, staff
and Management professionals

WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

02
GRAPHIC DESIGN
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CISCO PARTNER
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01
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
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odoo Enterprises
ODOO PARTNER
ENTERPRISE RESOURCES PLANING
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IT INFRASTRUCTURE
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Our Services
Website Design and Development
We believe that a truly professional and well designed website can
prove to be an effective marketing tool. It can also work towards
enhancing the business and proﬁt prospects of an organization.
Hence our team of professionals concentrates on providing the
ultimate when it comes

Technique for everything

Application Development
We also provides a truly responsive applications, either for Android
or for IOS. We only believe in doing our work with full dedication.
Our clients are satisﬁed with our team of professionals. Hence we
are only concentrating on providing best services.
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Our Services
CCTV
We are supplying, Installation, and Maintenance of CCTVs and surveillance systems for homes, ofﬁces and government provides
physical security, remote monitoring, intrusion detection and
all-round protection to meet the security concerns for people,
assets and systems.

Graphic Design
Today is your day. It’s time to stop thinking about your website,
brand, business cards or promotional materials and actually start
creating them. Whether you’re a shiny new business, or you’re
ready to become one; United Solutions Graphic can deliver the creative oomph you need to get started in a big way. We’ll get those
brilliant ideas out of your head and into the market – so you can
start making your dreams a reality.
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Our Services
odoo ERP
We provide Odoo ERP.you can't build the business of tomorrow
with a legacy system. Grow your business smarter, faster, and
more reliably with Odoo ERP Cloud.
Accounting
Sales
Human Resources
Projects Management
Inventory
TimeSheet
and more...

One Need, One App
2 Million Users
Grow their
Business with

odoo
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Our Services
Cisco Partner
Access technical and sales training Leverage Cisco co-branded marketing materials and services to drive incremental revenue Training
increases your ability to successfully sell, design and deploy solutions: To assist you in your marketing and to generate incremental
opportunities for your business you will have access to customizable.

IT Infraﬆructure
we are in United Solutions doing any IT related Services for all Estaplishments, We can Supplying, Installation, Runnig, Setting and Maintenance for all IT Equipment & Systems.

Technique for everything
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Our Services
GATE / ROAD BARRIERS
A road barrier is the most functional and at the same time attractive solution for controlling public and private vehicle transit and
access to rest areas, even with high trafﬁc volumes. Barriers are
designed to professionally control every type of access:

car parks, shopping centers, hotels, hospitals, exhibition centers,
amusement parks, airports and railway stations, as well as all other
types of small or large public facility.
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Our Services
Access Control Syﬆem
Access control enables you to control who has access to your building.
Locks and keys also allow you to secure your building, but when keys
are lost or stolen, the inconvenience and expense of changing locks
and re-issuing keys can be considerable. Keys may also be copied,
creating even more security risks.

All businesses, whether small, medium or large, have
assets that need to be protected from theft. There is also the issue
of protecting staff and their property. It is common in buildings
that are secured by locks and keys for doors to be left unlocked all
day. This opens up the possibility of opportunist theft and malicious damage.
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Our Services
Access control can also offer ﬂexible control over users’ access
rights. For example, all staff can gain access through the main
door of a building, but access to internal areas may be restricted
to those who have a speciﬁc need to be there. Access may also be
restricted by time, only granting access to particular users at certain times of day or night.

Access control offers a secure, convenient, ﬂexible and cost effective way of controlling who has access to your building and when
that access is allowed. Access control gives organizations the security they need.
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Our Services

Time Attendance & Bio Metric Syﬆem
Time and Attendance software reduces the risk of human error and
ensures and easy, impartial, and orderly approach in addressing
speciﬁc needs without any confusion. In fact, Time and Attendance
software has been shown to have an accuracy rate of more than
99% versus manual systems by eliminating errors in data entry and
calculations.
Time and attendance software together with biometric data collection devices may be used to control employee access to certain
areas within a facility and track employee entry. Biometric data
collection devices eliminate buddy punching and also helps reduce
costly liabilities, including theft of equipment or property.

Productivity increases because the process is seamless and makes
day-to-day operations more efﬁcient and convenient. Eliminating
legacy practices frees up employees time, decreases stafﬁng overhead, and provides supervisors with timely labor data to more
effectively manage their operations.
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Our Services
Implementing a technology based time and attendance solution
with biometric devices will immediately help to reduce your labor
costs. Manually collecting, managing, calculating and processing
time data to process payroll can take a lot of time, but with an
automated time and attendance solution, companies are able to
increase efﬁciency and save money.

Time Attendance is the best time tracking tool available for restaurants, retail businesses, hotels, motels, and other businesses
involved in the hospitality, retail, and food-service industries. Whatever your needs are, Time Attendance can accommodate them.
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Our Services
Metal Detectors
A metal detector is an electronic instrument which detects the presence of metal nearby. Metal detectors are useful for ﬁnding metal
inclusions hidden within objects, or metal objects buried underground. They often consist of a handheld unit with a sensor probe
which can be swept over the ground or other objects.

Metal detectors are used for airport and building security to determine whether guns, knives, or other weapons are being transported onto aircraft or into public buildings. The technology and efﬁciency of a security metal detector is much more advanced than
that of an amateur treasure-hunting detector. There are two types
of security metal detectors: the walk-through detector, and the
wand detector.
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Our Services
Turnﬆile syﬆem

A turnstile, also called a bafﬂe gate or turnstile, is a form of gate
which allows one person to pass at a time. It can also be made so
as to enforce one-way trafﬁc of people, and in addition, it can
restrict passage only to people who insert a coin, a ticket, a pass,
or similar.

Thus a turnstile can be used in the case of paid access (sometimes called a faregate or ticket barrier when used for this purpose), for example to access public transport, a pay toilet, or to
restrict access to authorized people, for example in the lobby of an
ofﬁce building.
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24 x 7 Support

We strongly believe that our customers
will be able to realize higher value from
our products and services if they get
requisite service and timely support .In
line with our vision, we are fully committed to customer service and provide
support in various ways.

24/7

Vision
To Be The First Creative Choice for Technique for Everything

Mission
Excellence in Work, Prompt Action, Keeping Clients Requirements Conﬁdential and Clients Ultimate Satisfaction
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